International Sex & Love: Cross-Cultural Dating and Romance –Winter 2010

DVDs/Videos & Books from the UO Libraries

**DVDs/Videos**

Shadows / produced by Maurice McEndree; directed by John Cassavetes (2004) Knight Library: DVD 03057

Mississippi masala / produced by Michael Nozik, Mira Nair; directed by Mira Nair (1992) Knight Library: VIDEO 05107

The Politics of love in black & white (1993) Knight Library: VIDEO 02003

Roots in the sand / by Jayasri Majumdar Hart (1998) Knight Library: VIDEO 05506

Writing desire / directed by Ursula Biemann (2001) Knight Library: VIDEO 06096

Urga – Close to Eden / (2001) Knight Library: DVD 02603

Green card / by Peter Weir (1991) Knight Library: VIDEO 07417

**Fiction**


**Non-Fiction**
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